Non-calculator topics vs Calculator topics + other noticed differences
Below is some information regarding the contents of non-calculator vs calculator papers.
This is in no way an exhaustive list and has been put together to provide some guidance,
which we hope will be of help to students as they prepare for their exams.
Typical non-calculator questions (that would not come on calculator papers)
-Surds (H)
-Calculations with fractions (H/F)
-Testing calculation skills – with decimals and long multiplication/division (H/F)
-Estimating answers (H/F)
-Product of prime factors (H/F)
-Standard form (H/F)
-Fractional and negative powers (H)
In the new papers, the following are also more common in the non-calculator paper:
- using Pythagorean triples (3, 4, 5; 5, 12, 13 etc). See example below (worked solution at end of
document):

- Trigonometry, with the students being expected to know the following values or sin, cos and tan:
For Higher:

For Foundation:

Other common non-calculator questions, but can turn up in either paper:
-Tree diagrams (H)
-Vectors (H/F)
-Proof (H)
-Equations and Simultaneous equations (H/F)
-Graphs (H/F)
-Cumulative frequency and box plots (H)
-Transformations (H/F)
-Area and circumference of circles in terms of pi (H/F)
-Solving quadratics by factorising
-Completing the square

Common calculator questions:
-Solving quadratic equations using the Quadratic Formula
-Area of sectors/arc lengths
-Pythagoras’ Theorem (H/F) (note what expected to know off by heart also on non-calc)
-Trigonometry (SOHCAHTOA (H/F), Sine/Cosine rule, are of any triangle using Sine, trig
graphs (H)) (note what expected to know off by heart for non-calc)

Algebra
-Can come up in any paper; non-calculator or calculator

Ratio & proportion
-Now a much greater emphasis is put on questions involving ratio and proportion; including
ratio, proportion, fractions, percentages, exchange rates, recipes, direct and indirect
proportion, conversions etc.

Other noticed differences:
-More questions with more aspects included

(H/F) (Calculator)

-More comments about whether a statement is correct or not, and to explain reasoning

(H/F)

(H/F)

-More complicated estimation questions included

(H)

